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I didn't use the Avalon G4 in bridged mode. The rated impedance of the Monitor Audio tower is
4 ohms, and a bridged amp should only be used with a load of less than 8 ohms if it's specified
as capable of driving 2 ohms when not bridged. AudioControl's amp is only specified into 8
ohms when bridged, so it shouldn't be paired with a speaker having a rated impedance lower
than that. Listening to stereo music, the Avalon mimicked the performance of other good
amplifiers I've used recently, with no surprises either pro or con. I wasn't expecting any:
amplifiers can sound different, but apart from odd loads, power limitations, or significant
differences in design tube, conventional or digital solid-state such differences are usually
subtle. With the Avalon G4, female vocals were detailed, sweet, and just a little warm. Elvis
Presley's cover of "Fever" from Elvis is Back displayed his rich, full-bodied voice. Apart from
that, the sound was hard to fault. Listening to something a bit more dynamic, the powerful
opening bass run from Toto's "I Will Remember," from the album Tambu , hit hard, and the
track's subtle reverb suggested a large but not dominant ambience in the recording space. I did
hear some congestion as the sound reached a crescendo midway through the track, but overall
it grabbed my attention. The Parasound was tighter in the warmth region but not lean , with a
little more air and detail in the treble. But such differences were difficult to clearly callâ€”even
as I switched back and forth repeatedly, the amps ran about neck and neck. With 5. Whether this
was a plus or not depended on the source material. How to Train Your Dragon is one of my
favorite soundtracks. In chapter 6, young Viking Hiccup's extended encounter with the dragon
Toothless is accompanied by sweet, rich music. It had a bit more bite with the Parasound, but
mostly in a good way. In chapter 9, there's a thrilling blare of brass as Toothless and Hiccup
take their first flight together. That brass sounded slightly richer and weightier on the Avalon
G4, which offered its own mix of excitement on this and other action scenes. The AudioControl
also displayed a bit less edge than the Parasound with sibilant dialogue. The differences
between the two amps, however, remained small. Which one is "right" will depend primarily on
your system, your speakers, the source material, your taste, and your budget. The Parasound is
a more conventional amp, and a more expensive one given its five channels, while the Avalon
G4 is more flexible within the limits of its four-channel design. Conclusion AudioControl's
four-channel Avalon G4 is a superb amplifier, but whether it's for you or not will depend on how
you plan to use it. While it's clearly designed for upgrading an existing 5. Its a real powerhouse
and sounds amazing. Search form Search. Power Amplifier Reviews. Log in or register to post
comments. Bridged Mode Submitted by noahavi on February 28, - pm. Its unfortunate you didn't
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even number, but a four-channel amplifier like AudioControl's Avalon G4 might seem like an
odd duck to some. With Dolby Atmos and other immersive audio formats becoming more
common in the custom install market where AudioControl, which manufactures products at its
Seattle facility, has a heavy presence , however, upgrade-anxious customers will obviously
need four additional amp channels to complement the company's existing 5- and 7-channel
designs. I might argue that 50 watts per channel is more than adequate to drive overhead
speakers in an Atmos-ready home theater, but that's just me. The Avalon G4 is rated at Wpc into
8 ohms and Wpc into 4 ohms. Its four channels can also be bridged into two channels to deliver
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a bar of blue light illuminates the otherwise featureless front panel, and there's blue lighting on
the rear panel as well. The front light can be turned down or off if desired, but the rear ones
can't be defeatedâ€”a potential annoyance. AudioControl says they have made a running
change, with rear-panel light status now linked with the front-panel lights. The analog class-H
amp weighs a sturdy but manageable 38 pounds, with most of that weight in a large toroidal
power transformer. This improves efficiency and allows the Avalon to run relatively cool. It also
employs AudioControl's LightDrive system for anti-clipping protection. The amp offers both
balanced and unbalanced inputs; I used the latter for most of my listening. While balanced
inputs can reduce potential noise pickup with exceptionally long cables, the amp was silent with
my ear one foot from the speakers when using foot-long unbalanced interconnects to connect
my preamp-processor to the amp. There's also a ground lift switch on the rear to eliminate
ground loops, but I didn't need it. I used the amplifier only in conventional unbridged mode, with

each channel operating independently. Several other possible modes are facilitated by
additional rear-panel features. These include "Through" outputs for each channel that allow it to
drive the input of any other channel such as in bridged mode , thus eliminating Y-splitter clutter.
Any channel can also be used to bi-amp speakers. There's also a selectable Low- or High-Pass
filter both not simultaneously. These modes are all thoroughly described in the AudioControl's
refreshingly tongue-in-cheek online user manual. Listening I initially used the Avalon G4 in
two-channel-only mode to drive my Monitor Audio Silver 10 tower speakers full-range with no
subwoofer. The Aperion Novus Bookshelf models used as rear speakers were driven by a
separate amp. Its a real powerhouse and sounds amazing. Search form Search. Power Amplifier
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